1995

MONTE CARLO
Imagine your next car

It will be a beautiful car, built to a beautiful standard of quality. It will have the performance to make driving fun again, and it will surround you with quiet, personal style.

Your next car will protect you with a comprehensive safety package — ABS, front and rear crush zones, dual air bags — and it will have all this at a price you can afford.

Your next car is here today. It is Monte Carlo. And it is Genuine Chevrolet.
Monte Carlo by Chevrolet. An American classic, reborn.
You have your standards. And Monte Carlo exceeds them.

In a Monte Carlo, you will experience a rare harmony of design and function as you settle into your own personal space and silence the world outside. New, deeply cushioned chair-high seats are contoured for maximum support and comfort. Controls, and controls, and controls — look, feel, and even sound right.

Compare this interior with that of any other coupe — even cars costing up to twice as much. We think you'll agree that Chevrolet is setting an impressive new standard for the classic American coupe.
Forget the comforts of home. This is better.

We want your 1995 Monte Carlo to be a more enjoyable car than anything you've ever driven. So even before Monte Carlo began to take shape, we listened to thousands of owners of mid-size sport coupes and sedans, both foreign and domestic.

You told us you wanted quiet. So we designed in new kinds of insulation, thicker side glass, and triple door seals.

You spend more time than ever before in your car, and convenience features are important to you. So we made power windows with a driver's Express-Down feature, a split-folding rear seat, a cup holder, dual visor vanity mirrors and interior reading lamps standard.

You believe a great car should have a great sound system. That's why Monte Carlo features a standard Delco AM/FM stereo with cassette tape player and extended range speakers. A stereo with compact disc player and TheBlade™ feature is optional. This optional sound system features Speed Compensated Volume so the car's speed increases and outside noise becomes louder, the radio volume increases, coaxial speakers, and Automatic Tone Control, which tailors equalization to the type of music or voice being heard (classical, news, rock, country, pop or jazz).

Once you enter this quiet world, you may wonder why some people are paying more money and getting less than Monte Carlo.
Monte Carlo Z34. The sophisticated performer.

Z34 is your Monte Carlo if you love automobiles in the classic grand touring tradition... powerful and luxuriously appointed.

Z34 gives you all the refinement of Monte Carlo, with the added response of a 280-hp, dual-overhead-camshaft V6. This sophisticated V6 is mated to an electronically controlled 4-speed automatic transmission.

Other highlights of the Z34 package include a tuned ride and handling suspension with fast-ratio power steering, analog instrumentation with tachometer, 16" aluminum wheels, and new Goodyear Eagle RSA performance tires designed specifically for Monte Carlo. Custom Cloth 80/20 front bucket seats are standard; a Custom Cloth 60/40 split-bench front seat and 40/40 bucket seats with leather seating surfaces are optional.

So why spend two or three times as much for a luxury import? Monte Carlo Z34 is the new choice for America's driving enthusiasts.
The DOHC V6. Symphony for the performance lover.

You expect a car as sophisticated as Monte Carlo Z34 to have a world-class powerhouse. Z34 meets your expectation with a 3.4-liter V6 and an electronically controlled 4-speed automatic transmission.

The 3.4-liter DOHC (dual-overhead-camshaft) V6 provides you with 210 smooth, responsive horsepower, and an equally impressive 215 lb-ft of torque.

Advanced design features include four valves per cylinder and a pair of overhead camshafts on each cylinder bank. The impressive result is free "breathing" and efficient high-RPM operation with more peak horsepower than many V8s. The DOHC V6 also features Sequential-Port Fuel Injection for excellent drivability and responsiveness.

Z34's highly acclaimed four-speed automatic transmission is a fully electronic design that features computerized shift control for precise, virtually undetectable upshifts and downshifts during normal driving, with shift timing that is perfectly matched to the performance characteristics of the DOHC V6.

If you think all this sounds good now, just wait until you turn the key.
Here's what makes Monte Carlo smooth, quiet, refined, comfortable, safe...

A SPECIAL SAFETY CAGE SURROUNDS YOU

Monte Carlo is equipped with rear seat safety fold child safety guards. These guards make wiping safety belts more comfortable for children who are too young to use available child seats. Rear outboard safety belts are also designed to accommodate child seats without the use of any child harness or clips.

A SMART STRONG FOUNDATION

Rigid, molded body frame construction helps make Monte Carlo strong, and quiet. This foundation is an important reason why Monte Carlo has an unexpectedly smooth ride, and looks as solid, stable, and well-built.

DUAL AIR BAGS

Driver and right front passenger-side air bags are standard. They help protect front seat occupants in certain collisions to reduce head and chest injuries. The air bag covers the steering wheel hub, which is a visible horn button, allowing the driver to keep the horn by pressing it in the middle of the steering wheel. Always wear safety belts, even with air bags.

FOUR-WHEEL INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION

The Monte Carlo's front suspension is designed to provide excellent ride and response, thanks in part to a fully independent rear suspension front and rear struts. The rear, and specially tuned shocks and springs.

FOUR-WHEEL ABS

A standard four wheel antilock brake system helps maintain steering control and prevent skidding when braking on most slippery surfaces.

STANDARD SECURITY SYSTEM

PAAS Key: This user-friendly passive theft deterrent system allows you to lock your Monte Carlo with the push of a button from anywhere.

THE INNOVATIVE HUELL HILLER

There's actually 2 air vents: one inside the back seat. In 1993 Monte Carlo, its innovation is very simple. As soon as the tail of the sun sets, the back seat's vents slide up to the rear and deflect the sun's rays away. This keeps passengers cool while driving back and getting on your hands, shoes, or clothes.
Excellence by design.

Monte Carlo is designed and built to an overall level of excellence that companies proudly
with the world’s finest coupes.

Standard safety features include dual air
bags, front and rear crush zones to help dis-
charge crush forces, and an energy-absorbing
steering column. Front and rear 5-mph impact-
absorbing bumpers with resilient body-color
covers are standard equipment.

Monte Carlo also is built with two-side
galvanized steel for all exterior body panels
except the roof. The result is protection
against corrosion that is unsurpassed in the
auto industry. Monte Carlo is further pro-
tected by multiple layers of rust-resistant
paint, including a topcoat of durable dimen-
sions that resists deep, wet-look chipes.

Every Monte Carlo has millions of test
miles behind it, at the auto industry’s finest
research and testing facilities (the General
Motors Technical Center and the GM Proving
Gounds in Michigan, Arizona and Canada).

You want the best car you can buy at a
price you can realistically afford. Monte Carlo
may be exactly what you had in mind.
Monte Carlo LS. A beautiful place to be.

We didn't design Monte Carlo LS just to be beautiful. It had to be priced less than comparably equipped Japanese coupes. It had to offer more six-passenger room and comfort than any other coupe in its price range. It had to be a smooth, responsive performer with just-right steering. And it had to give you all the standard features you expect in a well-appointed sporty coupe.

Standard technology includes a 140-hp, 3.1L V6 with Sequential Port Fuel Injection mated to an electronically controlled four-speed automatic transmission, a four-wheel anti-lock brake system (ABS) and a fully independent suspension.

Inside Monte Carlo LS, you'll find a 60/40 Custom Cloth split-bench front seat with a center folding armrest (shown below). Or you can choose optional 40/40 Custom Cloth bucket seats or optional 40/40 bucket seats with leather seating surfaces.

Convenience features include air conditioning (with CFC-free refrigerant), power door locks and power windows. Nighttime "theater lighting" is also standard. It starts out bright when you get in the car, then gradually dims as you prepare to drive away.
Genuine Customer Care

Chevrolet is committed, in every way, to your total satisfaction with your 1993 Monte Carlo. That commitment starts with a quality car, and it continues with a promise to treat you as a valued customer. Always.

As a Monte Carlo owner, you are covered by Genuine Customer Care, a comprehensive customer-protection plan that includes a 3-year/36,000-mile bumper-to-bumper limited warranty, Courtesy Transportation if your car needs warranty service, and a 24-hour Roadside Assistance Program.

BUMPER-TO-BUMPER WARRANTY
Every new Monte Carlo is backed by an extensive bumper-to-bumper limited warranty for 3 years or 36,000 miles, whichever comes first. See your Chevrolet dealer for terms of this limited warranty.

COURTESY TRANSPORTATION
Courtesy Transportation is available to you if your vehicle is out of warranty and you are out of state or if your vehicle needs warranty service. See your participating Dealer for details.

24-HOUR ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
For as long as you own your 1993 Monte Carlo, the secure and convenient round-the-clock roadside assistance is available to you. Call toll-free at 1-800-528-7575. Your call will be answered by a Roadsides Assistance representative. You'll be given the name of a nearby service center, and assistance with towing and other helpful services will be arranged. Please see your Chevrolet dealer for more details.
Monte Carlo colors and trim.

Monte Carlo LS

Exterior Colors

- Black
- Medium Green Red Metallic
- Medium Advance Blue Metallic
- Touch Red
- Sherwood Green Metallic
- Ruby Red Metallic
- Touch Red
- Med. Green Red Metallic
- Silver Metallic
- Bright White

Interior Colors

- Custom Dark Beige
- Custom Medium Gray
- Custom Quartz Beige
- Custom Medium Gray

Monte Carlo Z34

Exterior Colors

- Black
- Medium Advance Blue Metallic
- Sherwood Green Metallic
- Touch Red
- Med. Green Red Metallic
- Silver Metallic
- Bright White

Interior Colors

- Custom Satin Beige
- Custom Medium Gray
- Custom Quartz Beige
- Custom Medium Gray

Base Coat Clear Coat Paint

Monte Carlo features a base coat clear that not only provides a durable, lustrous finish but also helps reduce the severity of water spotting and reducing fumes and odor.

Scotchgard® Protector

Scotchgard® Protector, on cloth seats, floor panels, floor carpeting and floor mats, is standard in every Monte Carlo.